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ARE BRANDED DESIGNER PRODUCTS GOOD FOR
THE INDUSTRY?

T

he past decade or so has
experienced burgeoning designer branding,
SPECIjCALLYWITHINTHE
interior design industry. Many
well-known designers have forged
alliances with manufacturers
to produce a branded product
representative of their name or
company, from ceramic tile lines
to furniture and rug collections.
Commercial Interior Design
asked industry stakeholders
whether branded interior designer
lines with manufacturers dilute
the interior design profession
to that of a sales scheme, or
strengthen it by celebrating and
promoting design success?
Interior designer Laila Al-Yousuf
of Pringle Brandon Perkins+Will,
commented: “The key is to differentiate between a designer
who is capable of leading new
movements in our industry —
INkUENCINGOTHERINDUSTRIESAND
leaving a legacy behind where
their products are still widely
used — and a designer whose
purpose is the commercialisation
of their name.
“The former has researched, explored and made it their mission
to create a solution for a particular
design challenge. This is what
in turn inspires other designers,
thereby changing our industry for
the better. Meanwhile, the latter
turns the ideas of design into a
money making mockery of what
our industry should be about.”
Perhaps the real challenge
lies in the ability to differentiate
between the two. One distinction,
as Al-Yousuf suggested, hinges

on whether something different
was created or new design territory was traversed, versus a
mainstream product created and a
label attached.
Christopher Sharp, CEO and
co-founder of The Rug Company,
which carries a number of branded designer collections, added:
“We encourage the designers to
suggest new ideas that challenge
us and push our manufacturing
techniques. We always say to the
designers: ‘suggest anything and
WELLDOOURBESTTOjNDAWAYTO
realise your ideas’. We are not
afraid of failure; not innovating is
more disappointing.”
(OSPITALITYDESIGNjRM#HAM
palimaud Design found inspiration to create a branded fabric
line with clothier Holland & Sherry
because they encountered a void
in the marketplace and were unable to source an existing product
to meet their client’s needs.
Managing director Ed Bakos
said: “When we were redesigning
the Hotel Bel-Air we found it chalLENGINGTOjNDATRANSITIONALFABRIC
that was both luxurious and practical, something that had sophistication and style. So our indoor/
outdoor fabric was born.” Bakos
added that Champalimaud crafts
bespoke products for clients every
day, so it was natural to move into
product development.
Likewise, ceramic bathroom furniture giant Duravit collaborated
with a designer whose design
presented an insurmountable
production challenge. Toni ElKadi,
Duravit’s area manager for the
UAE, Qatar and Oman indicated
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THATBYjNDINGASOLUTIONTOGETHER ITREPRESENTEDGROWTHFORBOTH
THEDESIGNERANDMANUFACTURER
1UALITYREPRESENTSASECOND
DISTINCTION3HARPRECALLEDTHATIT
WASTHEMETICULOUSCRAFTOFTHEIR
HAND MADERUGSTHATATTRACTED
FASHIONDESIGNER!LEXANDER
-C1UEENTOCOLLABORATEWITH4HE
2UG#OMPANYFORHISCOLLECTION
.OTONLYISQUALITYOFTHE
PRODUCTIMPORTANT BUTEQUALLY
SOOFTHEDESIGNERANDITSVISION
3HARPSHAREDTHATHISCOMPANY
DIDNTORIGINALLYPLANTOMANUFACTUREDESIGNER BRANDEDPRODUCTS
)TSjRSTCOLLABORATIONMATERIALISEDWHENHEMETFASHIONDESIGNER0AUL3MITHINHISSHOP!
CASUALCHATEVOLVEDINTO4HE2UG
#OMPANYSjRSTCOLLABORATION
!FTERAFEWDESIGNERCOLLECTIONS
WEREMADE MOREDESIGNERS
APPROACHEDTHEjRMTOINITIATE
BRANDEDCOLLABORATIONS
3HARPREVEALEDTHATTHE
COMPANYSLIMITEDCAPACITY
FORCEDITTOBEVERYSELECTIVEIN
ADDINGADDITIONALDESIGNERLINES
(EADDEDf7ERENOTLOOKING
TOCOLLECTDESIGNERNAMES BUT
COLLECTQUALITYDESIGN%VERYNEW
DESIGNERNEEDSTOWRITETHENEXT
PARTOFOURDESIGNSTORYANDNOT
COVERAREASALREADYEXPLOREDt
3O WHOBENEjTSFROMBRANDING#HAMPALIMAUD$ESIGN
BELIEVESEVERYONEDOES"AKOS
EXPLAINEDHISCOMPANYSBRANDEDPRODUCTSMAKEITPOSSIBLEFOR
CONSUMERSTOACQUIRE!LEXANDRA
#HAMPALIMAUDSVISIONATA
LOWERPRICEPOINT4HROUGHITS
PRODUCT #HAMPALIMAUD$ESIGN
ALSOHOPESTOATTRACTFUTURE
INTERIORDESIGNCLIENTS
"AKOSCONTINUEDf7EBENEjT
FROMINCREASEDBRANDRECOGNITION ESPECIALLYININTERNATIONAL
LOCATIONSWHEREWEHAVENOT
DONEALOTOFWORK4HROUGH
THESECOLLABORATIONS WEARE
ABLETOLEVERAGEOURPARTNERS
EXPANSIVECUSTOMERBASEAND
NEWINTERNATIONALNETWORKSt
!L 9OUSUFOFFEREDASIMILARBUT
ALTERNATEVIEWf)TMAKESTHE
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PROCESSOFSELECTIONTHATMUCH
EASIERFORACLIENTWHOPOSSIBLY
ALREADYHASAFAVOURITEDESIGNER
-OREOVER THEDESIGNERISDEjNINGABRANDWHICH ASAMARKETINGSTRATEGY ESTABLISHESACERTAINSENSEOFAPPEALANDWORKS
OFFANINDIVIDUALSDESIRETOOWN
SOMETHINGFORTHESAKEOFWHOIT
ISBY EITHERFORAPERCEIVEDLEVEL
OFQUALITYORJUSTFORTHENAME
4HISCANBEADVANTAGEOUSTO
USBECAUSETHEPRODUCTSQUITE
OFTENSELLTHEMSELVESt
(OWEVER SHEALSOVOICEDCONCERNTHATTHEREISADISADVANTAGE
INTHATBRANDEDPRODUCTSCAN
PARTIALLYREMOVETHEDESIGNERS
OWNCREATIVITYFROMTHEIRDESIGNS
ANDCANLEADTOANELEMENTOF
LAZINESSWHERETHEYARENOT
EXPLORINGFRESHALTERNATIVES
!LTHOUGHTHEINCIDENCE
OFBRANDEDPRODUCTSHAVE
INCREASEDININTERIORDESIGN
HOUSESINTHEPASTFEWYEARS 
DESIGNER MANUFACTURERCOLLABORATIONSARENOTANEW
PHENOMENON
&OREXAMPLE #ASSINAHAS
WORKEDCLOSELYWITHIMPORTANT
ARCHITECTSANDDESIGNERS SUCH
AS,E#ORBUSIERAND&RANK,LOYD
7RIGHT SINCEITSEARLYDAYS
4EXTILECOMPANY-AHARAMCITES
ITSLONGSTANDINGINTERDISCIPLINARY
COLLABORATIONWITHAMULTITUDE
OFDESIGNERS INCLUDING'IO
0ONTIAND*OSEF(OFFMANN
4HESEARENTTHOUGHTOFASSALES
SCHEMES BUTRATHERTRIEDAND
TRUEPRODUCTSTANDARDS
f7HOBETTERTOMAKEPRODUCTS
THANTHEINTERIORDESIGNERS
THEMSELVES4HEYKNOWWHAT
THEMARKETNEEDS WHATWORKS
ANDWHATDOESNT4HEINDUSTRY
BENEjTSWHENDESIGNERSBRING
INNOVATIONANDSTYLETOBASIC
PRODUCTS tSAID"AKOS
,IKEWISE !L 9OUSUFCOMMENTEDf!SADESIGNER ITFEELS
LIKEANATURALTRANSITION$ESIGNERSHAVEINNATEPROBLEM SOLVING
SKILLS ASTHISISTHECOREOFOUR
JOBS7ELIKETOINVENTANDWE
OFTENLIKETORE INVENTt
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